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ABSTRACT

UBSYNCHRONOUS damping controller (SSDC) can be
considered as an effective means to improve the damping
characteristics of various controllable devices of the power
system. In general, linear system analysis tools are applied
widely in determination of the preliminary parameters for the
damping controller. However, due to increasing amount of
nonlinearities in the power system more detailed analysis
techniques, such as electromagnetic transient (EMT) analysis,
must more often be utilized in the final tuning of the controller.
In this paper EMT analysis based target function approach
for tuning and optimization of the SSDC implementation of
Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) is presented.
Presented approach improves the feasibility and effectiveness
of EMT analysis based tuning of the damping controller and
enables illustration of the effectiveness of the controller in e.g.
various operation conditions. As a conclusion, feasibility and
performance of the presented approach is illustrated by means
of practical SSDC design example.
Keywords - Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor,
Subsynchronous
Damping
Controller,
electromagnetic
transient analysis, control design

I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) is
commonly considered to improve the subsynchronous
damping characteristics of series compensated power system
it will not automatically assure positive damping on all
critical oscillation modes of turbine-generator shaft. In that
case, Subsynchronous Damping Controller (SSDC) can be
utilized effectively in improving the damping effect of the
TCSC. However, careful assessment is required in designing
and optimization of the SSDC implementation to assure the
desired operation of the controller in the demanding
operation environment of modern electrical power systems.
In general, linear system analysis tools offer often strong
theoretical background and thereby effective means to
design controllers for various fields of applications.
However, while aiming towards more robust and flexible
system structures in electric power systems the complexity
of the systems are increasing rapidly due to constantly
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increasing utilization of controllable and nonlinear power
system components. Therefore, linear analysis techniques
may be more often considered insufficient in modeling the
dynamics of the system in detail or alternatively the
linearized models may be valid only in very narrow range of
operation conditions. In general, it can be concluded that
these limitations decreases the feasibility and reliability of
linear analysis based controller design procedure. Therefore,
utilization of more detailed modeling techniques, such as
electromagnetic transient (EMT) analysis, are often required
to enable the comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness
and stability of the designed control implementations in
electrical power systems.
In this context, fast and effective means to execute the
comprehensive SSDC design procedure with EMT analysis
based approach, without need for any simplifications, could
be seen highly beneficial. In this paper EMT analysis
program PSCAD and target function approach [1, 2] are
applied to illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility of EMT
analysis based designing and performance evaluation of the
damping controller in variable operation conditions.
Presented approach utilizes spectral injection method [3, 4],
which enables comprehensive analysis to be executed with
significantly lower amount of consecutive runs compared to
traditional EMT analysis based controller optimization
study. Finally, a practical SSDC design example is
presented to evaluate the stability of the designed controller
and illustrate the effectiveness of the presented approach in
practice.
II. DETERMINATION OF SSDC TARGET FUNCTION BY MEANS
OF DAMPING TORQUE ANALYSIS
A. SSDC in Damping Torque Analysis
Damping Torque analysis can be considered as an
effective means to analyze the damping contribution of the
electrical part of the power system to oscillation modes of a
turbine-generator shaft. [4] Main principles concerning
Damping Torque analysis based SSDC designing for HVDC
applications were firstly presented in [1]. Basically, same
design principles can be applied also in connection of any
other controllable power system components, such as TCSC,
which are capable of contributing to the subsynchronous
damping of the system.
In general, when analyzing the contribution of control
implementation on the damping of the power system, all
controllers, which frequency bandwidth is in the studied
frequency range should obviously be included in the
analysis. Commonly, the SSDC implementation is
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connected in parallel with other control implementations of
the device, such as synchronization and reactance or current
controller. Figure 1 illustrates the basic principle of how
SSDC control loop affects the response of the TCSC in case,
where speed modulation signal is applied as a stimulus for
the system. Figure 1 illustrates a case, where one additional
controller is connected in parallel with the SSDC
implementation. Effect of possible other additional control
loops could easily be included in the analysis by utilizing
the common summing point of the SSDC implementation
and parallel controller.
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Thereby, to attain positive damping for the system with the
smallest possible SSDC gain the additional electrical torque
component ∆TC should be in phase with the speed
modulation component ∆ω. In this case, gain for the SSDC
implementation can be determined directly based on the real
part of the inherent response I and possible additional
positive damping contribution D. This is further illustrated
in Figure 2, where inherently poorly damped system (a) is
stabilized with SSDC implementation, which results positive
damping contribution D with the smallest possible gain of
the controller (b). Desired response of the controlled part of
the system is denoted as Gdes in the figure.
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Figure 1 Inherent and controlled response of TCSC to speed
modulation signal Δω

In Figure 1 transfer functions between speed modulation
signal Δω and input signals of the controllers, namely Madd
and MSSDC, represent the response of the applied
measurement implementation to the speed modulation signal
Δω and are also strongly dependent on the measurement
point and inherent characteristics of the system. Transfer
function F, also dependent on the structure of the power
system, describes the relation between the resulting firing
angle modulation signal Δαtot and deviation in the electrical
torque component ΔTe,C of the generator. Figure 1 describes
also the feedback signals Hadd and HSSDC of both control
loops to their original inputs. This feedback connection can
be considered as an essential part especially of the stability
analysis of the SSDC implementation. As an exception to
this, utilization of speed modulation as an input signal for
the SSDC implementation do not result direct feedback
signal to the input of the controller, which simplifies the
damping analysis significantly as is the case e.g. in [4].
In the paper effect of parallel controllers on the tuning of
the SSDC circuit is illustrated by considering
synchronization implementation to be connected in parallel
with the SSDC implementation, which is commonly also the
case in reality. It should be noticed though, that the firing
time instants for the thyristors are determined based on the
difference between the output of the synchronization loop
and the outputs of the main control loops. This results
opposite signs to the deviation signals ΔαSSDC and Δαadd of
the SSDC and synchronization loops, respectively.
B. Target Function Approach for Designing SSDC
Implementation
In general, main target of the SSDC implementation is to
produce additional electrical torque component ∆Te,C, which
together with the inherent electrical torque component ∆Te,I
results total positive damping for the system.
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Figure 2 Poorly damped system (a) and SSDC target function
approach resulting minimum gain for the controller (b)

By applying the above-mentioned target function
approach to system structure presented in Figure 1 desired
characteristics for the SSDC implementation in any studied
frequency are realized with following equality. G`SSDC
denotes the target function for the SSDC implementation.
C=

′ − M add ⋅ Gadd ) ⋅ F
( M SSDC ⋅ GSSDC
′ ⋅ H SSDC
1 + Gadd ⋅ H add − GSSDC

= Gdes

(2)

= ( − Re { I } + D ) ∠0°

Furthermore, to be able to determine the target function
G´SSDC the equation (2) can be rearranged as follows:
′ =
⇒ GSSDC

Gdes + H add ⋅ Gadd ⋅ Gdes + M add ⋅ Gadd ⋅ F
M SSDC ⋅ F + Gdes ⋅ H SSDC

(3)

By analyzing the equation (3), it can be concluded that the
response characteristics of G`SSDC are dependent from
several
factors,
such
as
applied
measurement
implementation, structure of the power system, possible
parallel control loops and desired positive damping
contribution D. The final SSDC implementation is attained
by designing a controller, which realizes the desired
frequency response characteristics (equation 3) in
frequencies of the critical oscillation modes.
In case, where parallel controllers are determined not to
have significant contribution to response of the controlled
part of the system, they can be ignored in the analysis and
G`SSDC is simplified into following form (denoted as
G``SSDC):
′′ =
⇒ GSSDC

Gdes
M SSDC ⋅ F + Gdes ⋅ H SSDC

(4)

Basically, the final stage of the target function based
SSDC design procedure is to design the actual controller
GSSDC, which characteristics should resemble the determined
target function G`SSDC as close as possible. However,
commonly the characteristics of G`SSDC will be proven
extremely difficult to attain in the whole studied frequency
range by applying realizable control functions. Therefore,
usually more practical approach to design the parameters of
the SSDC implementation is to find as close match as
possible only for frequencies of the critical oscillations
modes and left the characteristics of other frequency
components for less attention.
C. Stability of the Damping Controller

(5)

In general, if the feedback loop of the controller in Figure
1 is determined to have positive sign, the stability of the
controller requires that one or both of the following
conditions apply in all frequencies.
⎧⎪ LSSDC < 0 db
⎨
⎪⎩ −360° < arg ( LSSDC ) < −180°

TCSC

Pgen = 0.9 p.u.

(6)

However, commonly SSDC implementation includes some
sort of band-pass filtering configuration, which purpose is to
extract the frequencies of the critical oscillation modes from
the original measurement signal. Therefore, it can be
assumed that |LSSDC| < 0 db applies when moving away from
the frequencies of the critical oscillation modes. As a
conclusion, stability of the controller can often be
determined only by examining the frequency range near the
design frequencies of the band-pass filters, which is
illustrated more closely in chapter V.
III. APPLYING EMT ANALYSIS IN TARGET FUNCTION BASED
SSDC DESIGNING
A. Studied System Model
Modified IEEE 1st Benchmark model for SSR studies [5]
was utilized to illustrate the basic principles of SSDC design
procedure related to the presented target function based
approach. (Figure 3) Part of the series compensation
capacity of the original model was replaced by TCSC to
increase the damping contribution of the system. Series
capacitors of the fixed and controlled parts of the
compensation resulted together 50 % series compensation
degree for the transmission line. The TCSC utilized standard
PSCAD PLL synchronization circuit with line current as an
input and it was operating with open-loop firing angle αref.
Moreover, error signal from the PLL synchronization was
utilized as an input signal for the SSDC implementation.
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Figure 3 Modified IEEE 1 Benchmark model for SSR studies
Table I

While determination of the target function G`SSDC
provides information of the required characteristics of the
actual controller the approach do not take into account the
stability limits of the controller. Therefore, the stability of
the resulted SSDC implementation GSSDC should always be
verified with a separate study. This can be executed for
example by examining the open-loop response LSSDC of the
resulted closed-loop SSDC implementation.
LSSDC = GSSDC ⋅ H SSDC

Studied model included also two additional branches, which
could be connected to the system by closing switches A and
B. (Figure 3)

Main parameters of the studied TCSC configuration
LTCSC

10.38 mH

CTCSC

108.51 uF

αref

65°

KP (PLL)

30

KI (PLL)

300

B. Determination of the Characteristic Functions
Spectral injection approach has been found as an
effective means to execute subsynchronous damping
analysis of the system for frequency range in interest. [4]
Likewise, it can be applied in evaluation of the frequency
response characteristics of an electrical system in EMT
analysis based simulation environments. For example, by
applying spectral injection approach characteristic functions
described in Figure 1 and in equations 2-4, excluding Gadd,
can be determined basically with two separate simulation
runs. Determination of the frequency response
characteristics for Gadd, or to any other additional parallel
controller would require elimination of the feedback
connection between output and input of the parallel control
loop and it is not always possible in practice. Therefore, if
the frequency response characteristics for the parallel
controllers, in this case Gadd are not known in advance, they
may be determined for example separately with an offline
study.
Injection point for the spectral injection signal,
preconditions and resulted output data of the two simulation
runs are presented in Table II. Preconditions are set to
disable possible couplings between different control
elements of the system. In practice, notation |Gadd|=0 means
that the dynamics of the synchronization circuit should be
eliminated in both simulation runs. This can be executed for
example by utilizing equidistant firing scheme, which
ignores the small phase variation caused by the sub- and
supersynchronous current components in the system.
Table II Simulation runs required to determine the Characteristic
Functions
Simulation
No.

Injection
point

Preconditions

1

Δω

|Gadd|=0
|GSSDC|=0

2

Δαtot

|Gadd|=0
|GSSDC|=0

Outputs
I
Madd
MSSDC
F
Hadd
HSSDC

A. Effect of Parallel Control Loops
In case the SSDC implementation is connected in parallel
with other control loops possibly affecting the
subsynchronous response of the device, their effect on the
target function G`SSDC should be analyzed. In the worst case
parallel control loops could turn originally increasing
damping contribution of the controller into decreasing one.
In Figure 4 the effect of parallel control loop, in this case
synchronization loop, to target function G`SSDC is illustrated
with two different values of positive damping contribution
D.
In general, because common PLL synchronization can be
considered to have similar characteristics to a low-pass
filter, its effect on the target function G`SSDC decreases as a
function of the frequency. Based on the results presented in
Figure 4, it can be concluded that in the studied case, the
effect of PLL synchronization on the target function G`SSDC
should be included in the analysis especially in frequencies
below 25 Hz. At the same time though, the results
presenting frequency range between 5-20 Hz cannot be seen
valid in analyzing the target function G`SSDC due to the fact
that the damping of the system is sufficient all ready without
the damping controller and actually the resulted values for
target function decreases the damping of the original system.
Figure 4 also illustrates the effect of different values of
positive damping contribution D on gain and phase values of
the target function G`SSDC.

To illustrate the effects of two simple network
modifications on target function G`SSDC switches A and B
were closed in turns and G`SSDC determined in both cases.
(Figure 5) Mod A refers to case, where additional
transmission line and equivalent voltage source, which were
identical to ones in original model, were connected to the
system by closing the switch A. Additional transmission line
was compensated completely with fixed series
compensation and 50 % degree of compensation. In Mod B
the similar additional transmission line and equivalent
voltage source were connected to the system by closing the
switch B. Positive damping contribution D=0.5 was applied
in both studies.
It can be concluded from the results presented in Figure 5
that modifications in the system structure could have
significant effects on the target function G`SSDC and thereby
on the optimal characteristics of the SSDC implementation.
Therefore, to assure the desired operation of the damping
circuit in constantly changing system conditions, it can be
seen crucial to take into account all the most critical system
conditions in determination of the optimal characteristics or
target function G`SSDC for the SSDC implementation.
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Figure 5 Effect of system modifications on the characteristics of
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Figure 4 Effect of PLL synchronization on the characteristics of
target function

B. Structure of the Power System
Common approach in theoretical studies dealing with
optimal structures for the damping controller is to apply
only one, often significantly simplified structure for studied
power system. However, as also pointed out in [1] the
characteristics functions can be strongly related to the
applied power system model. Therefore, in case of large and
highly meshed power system structures all of the most
common and critical operation conditions for the system
should be taken into account in evaluation of the most
suitable target function G`SSDC.

V. PRACTICAL SSDC DESIGN EXAMPLE
A. Design Objective
Finally, practical SSDC design example is presented to
illustrate the feasibility of the EMT analysis based target
function approach. Typically, design frequencies of the
damping controller are determined based on the critical
oscillation modes of the turbine-generator shaft system. In
this case, shaft parameters from [1] were utilized as basis for
the design. Applied shaft system results four critical
oscillations modes at frequencies presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6 also illustrates the subsynchronous damping of the
system with fixed series compensation (FSC) and with
combination of fixed series comensation and TCSC.
While the TCSC increases significantly the damping of
the system respect to system consisting only fixed series
compensation, at the same time though, it basically shifts the

decreased damping peak to higher frequencies. Therefore,
even though part of the fixed series compensation was
replaced by the TCSC sufficient damping for all critical
oscillation modes could not be attained by applying TCSC
operating in open-loop control mode. To be able to illustrate
the basic principles of the target function based design
procedure, positive damping contribution D=0.5 was set as
the design objective for all four critical oscillation modes.
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Figure 6 Subsynchronous damping of the system with FSC and
FSC+TCSC

B. Resulted SSDC Implementation
The SSDC implementation to be designed was chosen to
have four separate SSDC loops, which together realizes the
desired positive damping contribution for all of the critical
oscillation modes. (Figure 7) Each of the loops has common
structure presented in Figure 8. In the first block, the desired
oscillation component is filtered from the original
measurement signal by utilizing simple second order bandpass filter Gband-pass. Thereafter, lead-lag block Gleadlag is
utilized to attain the desired phase shift for the controller
and finally the gain Ggain determines the desired overall gain
for the circuit. Parameter definitions for the band-pass filter
and lead-lag blocks are determined in equations (7) and (8).
Since the transient behavior of the controller was not in the
main scope of this study, possible output limiter of the
controller was ignored in the analysis. However, when
analyzing the dynamics of the controller more
comprehensively, transient behavior, and e.g. output
limiters, should obviously be included in the analysis.
GSSDC
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+

+

+
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Consequently, slight readjustments of the initial
parameters were required to attain stable response for the
controller. This was achieved by decreasing the damping
ratio ζ of the band-pass filtering of mode 4 and thereby,
executing small readjustments in the parameters of the leadlag functions of other SSDC loops. In Table IV readjusted
parameters and in Figure 9 the frequency response
characteristics of the final SSDC implementation are
presented.
Table IV Final parameters of the applied SSDC implementation

Figure 7 Applied SSDC implementation with four separate SSDC
loops
Input

Output

Gleadlag

Table III Initial parameters of the applied SSDC implementation

+

GSSDC ,4

Gbandpass

The parameters for each SSDC loop was chosen so that
the overall frequency response characteristics of the circuit
would match the determined target function G´SSDC in
frequencies of the critical oscillation modes. As mentioned
earlier, target function G´SSDC was determined taking into
account the dynamics of the PLL synchronization
implementation. Parameters resulted from the initial target
function based design procedure and frequency response
characteristics of the resulted SSDC implementation are
presented in Table III and Figure 9, respectively.
As emphasized earlier, the target function based design
procedure do not assure automatically the overall stability of
the controller and it should always be verified with a
separate study. The loop response LSSDC with the initial
parameters is presented in Figure 10. The loop response
indicates instability of the controller as either of the
conditions presented in (6) do not apply in frequencies near
35 Hz. This could be further verified by analyzing the
response of the controller in time-domain analysis, where
any disturbance would result unlimited response for the
controller.
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Figure 8 Structure of the single loop of the applied SSDC
implementation

Moreover, Figure 10 presents the loop response LSSDC of
the final SSDC implementation, which verifies the improved

stability of the controller. As a conclusion, even though the
final SSDC implementation results stable response for the
system loop response of the controller indicates rather small
phase margin. Therefore, further studies are required to
verify the overall stability of the implementation especially
in presence of varying system conditions.
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Figure 9 Frequency response characteristics of the initial and final
SSDC implementation vs. target function
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This paper illustrated basic principles and feasibility of
the EMT analysis based SSDC design process for TCSC.
Applied target function approach allowed comprehensive
design process of SSDC to be executed in EMT analysis
environment without need for unnecessary linearization or
simplifications in the system equations. Moreover, effect of
possible parallel control loops, specific level of positive
damping contribution and changing operation conditions
could be taken into account in the analysis.
As a conclusion, target function based SSDC design
approach by applying EMT analysis and spectral injection
technique was found as an effective means to execute the
comprehensive SSDC design process for TCSC with
detailed system models. However, special attention should
be paid to stability of the controller and possible effects of
etc. operation conditions on the target function and thereby
effectiveness of the controller. Consequently, target of the
further research will be to give more insight on the effects of
different system conditions on the target function and
thereby effectiveness of the damping controller.
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